
The Golden Horseshoe-Green Course 
Williamsburg, Virginia 

 
Designer: Rees Jones (1991) 
 
Tees Par Yardage Rating      Slope 
 
Blue 72 6722  73.6      138 
White 72 6244  70.7      129 
 
 
Overview: 
 
 In an effort to create a two-course facility that would be able to handle large convention groups, the 
Golden Horseshoe hired Rees Jones, son of Robert Trent Jones Sr.,  in 1991 to build a complement to the 
heralded gold course at The Shoe.  What he created in no way resembles Trent’s classic masterpiece.  This is a 
contemporary styled wooded course winding through tall beech, oak, and pines and more gentle rolling terrain 
than it’s sister where they moved lots of earth to get the shaping they were looking for.  The most distinguishing 
characteristic is enveloping mounding-every hole over 200 yards long seems to have a wall of mounds on both 
sides that contain the area of play and keep balls from chasing into the woods.  I am convinced the owners said 
to Rees we don’t want 30 handicappers out here for six hour rounds looking for their Pinnacles in the woods.  
The mounding around the greens is wild as well but here at least it leads to some creative pitch saves when you 
miss the greens. 
 
 The sequencing of the holes is interesting-you start with four par fours without great distinction.  You 
don’t see a three par until 7.  At that point the character of the course changes dramatically and you have to start 
paying attention.  The middle six are actually the meat of the course for me.    There are three par threes from 
seven to eleven and not another par five until fifteen when you will see two in the last four holes.  The last three 
are very technical holes-shortish par four, long par three, and an interesting par five to finish.  The main 
criticism I have is that the holes tend to be pretty straight, only two real doglegs in the bunch, and many of the 
holes start to appear alike though the green set mounding and sculpting make them play differently. 
 
 This is by no means an easy course-the rating and slope from the Blue Tees is actually higher than the 
Gold but I think the difference is that less blowup holes are lurking here than across the campus.  The zoysia 
grass fairways also make it play even longer and the side mounding also leads to lots of side hill approach shots 
into the greens.  Don’t always reach for the driver there are holes where position trumps length and the well 
place three wood or hybrid will be the better choice of driving club.  The green shapes themselves are very 
varied and interesting and you have to ignore the straightness of the fairways and think carefully about approach 
angle relative to pin position to get good scoring opportunities. 
 
 The par threes are easily the most interesting holes out here-all feature elevation change and unusual 
green complexes with varied pin positions, difficult sculpting and undulations, and nice variety in length.  The 
water in play on the course is only on #11 and the drive on #18 so the chance for the triple bogey threat is only 
if you double pump a tee ball into the trees and that is hard to do over the side walls. 
 



 This is a fun course-sporty and interesting-and a great complement to the challenges of his father’s 
track.   
  
Hole-By-Hole Analysis: 
 
#1 Par 4 407/382 yards 
 
 The opening hole is a straight one, get used to that phrase because you will hear it all day.  Drive it 
straight away between the side walls and you have a relatively short club into a narrow and long green pinched 
by side bunkers.   
 
#2 Par 4 383/334 
 
 This is one of the true artistic masterpieces of the day-a really visual challenge that can be intimidating.  
The hole is not long but the carry off the tee is a good 210 to reach the table top landing area between a three 
well place bunkers.  Best shape is a left to right shot off the left bunker since the fairway leans from right to left.  
Missing short right off the tee is a disaster here because you cannot see anything from behind the right fairway 
bunker.  Now you have a shortish iron to a comic strip balloon shaped green that is set on an 8 to 2 diagonal 
behind a bevy of bunkers on the right and the green banks back to front and then falls off to the right in the back 
right corner.  This is a very visual hole with nice strategic features. 
 
#3 Par 4 335/305 
 
 This is a very short hole but you might as well hit the driver here since there is nothing in your way the 
last 100 yards.  Drive to right center and hit the sand iron aggressively into this green.   
 
#4 Par 4 357/328 
 
 Third kinda short one in a row.  Pretty level from tee to green-real straight.  Hit the driver to left center 
off the bunker that begins at 140 on the right and you should have a wedge into a deep green with bunkers up 
the left.  
 
#5 Par 5 537/502 
 
 Just about lulled into sleepy submission by a relatively tame slight dogleg right par five.  Drive to left 
center off the first of a shish-link arrangement of bunkers peppering the left side  from the landing area to the 
green.   The ball will lean to the right on it’s own.  Hit a three wood up the left and get as close to the left edge 
of the green as you can.  Routine pitch from there. 
 
#6 Par 4 427/402 
 
 Wake up call is next time to shake out of the slumber.  This is the #1 handicap hole and it earned it’s 
distinction.  Another straight hole but you have to drive it long to center to get a shot at a green that is set across 
a huge chasm from about 150 yards in that is dotted with grass bunkers and other un-nicelies.  Green is flanked 
by bunkers that frame the approach.  A very difficult par here. 
 



#7 Par 3 163/134 
 
 Now it getting interesting in a hurry.  A visual masterpiece to the discerning eye.  Pure finesse middle 
range par three with a carry over a grassy chasm to a green slightly above you.  The green is lodged into the 
hill-steep drop off in front to grass bunkers and a couple real sand nasties on either side.  You cannot miss left 
here off the tee or you are reloading.  The left pin is a sucker as a result.  The green is very steep back to front. 
 
#8 Par 5 520/503 
 
 This is a twice dogleg right par five with a very wide landing area off the tee.  It is so wide that it can be 
disorienting.  Drive to center and then hit a longish club to 120-do not try to cut off the corner.  The teenie-
weenie green is set back diagonally to the right behind some deep bunkers.  From the fairway the front left of 
the green seems inviting until you realize that is not green at all but a pitching area.   You have to hit a very 
articulate pitch here to get a birdie opportunity.  
 
#9 Par 3 176/153 
 
 This is another very unusual visual par three- a real eyeful from the tee box.  From an elevated tee you 
look down at a green set amongst an alcove of tall trees.  Green is pretty generous and slopes back to front-deep 
bunker and swale short right which sucks timid shots off the surface and flanking pot bunkers on either side.  A 
moat recession behind the full back of the green can lead to some unusual pitches if you go long. 
 
#10 Par 4 332/307 
 
 The back side starts with a relatively timid straight hole.  Maybe a fairway metal off the tee to center and 
a little wedge into an elevated green.  Two big bunkers from 80 yards in on the right and deep recessions short 
and left of the green. 
 
#11 Par 3 173/153 
 
 Third par three in the last five holes-maybe the postcard hole for the course.  I see Robert Trent Sr.’s 
fingerprints all over this one.  Huge elevation change with a club and a half demotion on the way down.  The 
green is large in both directions but it is wedge up against a stream that cuts diagonally across the front.  You 
have to put a lawn dart on this one because the green has serious undulation and you don’t want the ball 
wandering about once it lands.  Quite a site watching this ball fall out of the sky toward this target. 
 
#12 Par 4 426/399 
 
 Two of the hardest holes of the day coming in the next three.  This is a man-sized par four where you 
need to kill it to right center of  a fairway landing area above you just to have 200 yards in.  Now it is a long 
shot to a narrow and deep putting surface.  Par here is a chore. 
  
#13 Par 4 373/345 
 
 Shortish breather here.  Drive it to center avoiding the string of bunkers up the right.  Elevate a short 
iron over deep recession in the fairway and a yawning bunker front right at a small but accessible green. 



#14 Par 4 441/412 
 
 This is a beast-number 2 handicap hole with lots of danger.  Drive straight away and you now have a 
long approach to a green that is slightly tucked to the water hazard that runs up the left side of the hole the last 
200 yards.  The green is receptive to the long shot you will play-I think I like a fade shape off the water for this 
second. 
 
#15 Par 5 575/553 
 
 This is a longish par five which coaxes you into sheathing your driver off the tee.  You aim to left center 
at the bunker on the left but there is a deep grassy depression just off the landing area to the right and you don’t 
want to go there.  Three wood for the second up the right center as the hole leans slightly to the right.  Easy 
pitch into a green set 5 to 11 behind a big horseshoe bunker on the left. 
 
#16 Par 4 379/345 
 
 The rest of the way is very technical-real distance control is a must to manage these last three close to 
par.  This is a near right angle dogear right.  Best tee shot is driver at the last mound through the fairway on the 
left to leave a good look at the green snapped back to the right. Cutting this dogleg off the tee can be a disaster. 
The green is set like a cream filled center between the flanking bunkers-neither of which do you want to visit.  
The full appreciation of this hole comes when you get on the green and look back-quite a challenge. 
 
#17 Par 3 206/199 
 
 This is just a long carry par three to a lonely green set behind a massive waste bunker short and right.  
Don’t be long or left or you have real problems here.  The lack of green side bunkers makes this a hard shot to 
frame in your mind from the tee. 
 
#18 Par 5 512/488 
 
 Probably one of the coolest looking holes of the day.  Looks like lane twelve at Bowl America from the 
tee.  You drive from a high tee across the stream that cut in front of the par three eleventh-it is a good 180 yard 
carry to clear so don’t be shy.  The second is a long club up a fairway ramping steadily toward a green setting 
perched in the hillside below the clubhouse.  Lay up is to 110 on the left past the bunker on the right at 130 and 
before the bunker on the left at 85.  The green sits above you surrounded by bunkers and banks toward you so 
be aggressive with your pitch to get close and get one last scoring chance. 
 
 If you have time have lunch in the restaurant that looks back down the last hole-it is a very tranquil view 
from which to digest your food and recount a very nice round of golf. 
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